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History

Involved in a process of introducing industrial production also in the raw material
exploration of the GDR, combination structures for geological research and
exploration were established in the 60's. The main focus of the VEB Geological
Survey Stendal was the production and supply to the deep drilling industry, such
as drill rods, drill pipes and dry drilling tools.

In 1992 the companies Wellco-Drill GmbH in Beedenbostel and the Industrie und
Bohr GmbH Stendal merged for Wellco-Drill drilling equipment Stendal GmbH.
One of the rst fully-hydraulic drilling rigs was built. The production program now
includes the production of complete compact drilling rigs and drilling accessories,
service for existing and new installations.

All employees set special value on the maintenance and further development of
the model series. In addition, the company has specialized in steel
construction services.
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- small drilling rigs with a depth range from 0 to 50 m

- mobile, fully-hydraulic drilling rig from 50 to 1.000 m that - depending on the design -
  enables the sink of geological boreholes in all drilling methods

- We congure your project based on your operational task with regard to the mx. depth,
  drilling methods and geological conditions.

Complete drilling rigs in the versions on crawler track or truck

Our delivery program

WD 80

WD 1000

WD 100

WD 1000

WD 500 WD 500



Drilling head, up to 90 degrees tiltable

 
  

Cable winches with different tensile forces
and cable mountings

Hydraulically displaceable crawler tracks,
rinsing pumps, hammer drilling method
equipment

Cable deection also with hydraulic rope
swing out device
 
  

Control station, control and switching of all
device functions

Double breaking pliers, upper clamp
hydraulically rotatable

Delivery of subcomponents
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 Dry drilling tools with Tri-Lok connection             PCD-chisel
or threaded connection

Endless and hollow drill augers with lost tip or cable core equipment for all common
diameters on request

Flush drill pipes in WD-factory standard or API standard

Connectors in all common sizes

Drilling tools - Drilling accessories



Metal construction

· Conventional lathe works of all kind
   · Production of threads according to DIN and according
  to sample template
   · Small series production on CNC lathes
   · Drilling work
· Milling work
   
  · Steel work according to drawing
   · Firing, shearing and bending work
   · Welding of drill pipes
   · Repair welding on construction machines and
  accessories
· Service and repair of drilling rigs
· Repair of grippers and buckets
 

Chip removal
  

 
Metalworker / welder
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Ein Unternehmen der investro Holding GmbH

www.schriftbild-werbeagentur.de
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